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Summary. Eight different varieties of wheat, namely S-Jo8, WG-377, K-227, l'V-IS, HD-19+1, HD-19+9. C-306 and
C-281, were tested under twenty-four environments over two successive years. The models of Eherhart and [{ussell
( 1966), l'erkins ancl Jinks (I 968a), ancl Freeman ancl Perkins ( 197 I) were applied to study genotype-environment interactions. The correlations between different environments were also cletcrmined and the partitioning of sum of squares
due to genotyp<' :< ell\·ironment interaction attributable to each variety was done as suggested hy \Vrickc (1962). The
term 'ccovalence' was used to signify this parameter. The major findings of the study were as follows:
(i) The models of Eherhart and Russell, and Perkins and Jinks, produced similar results with respect to both responsiveness (h) ancl stahility (.SJ). The pattern of b-values in Freeman and Perkins' model was also similar to its pattern
using these two modeb.
(ii) The pattern of correlations hetween environments (r) for various genotypes showed high similarity with the
pattern of b-valnes obtained in various models. The varieties having high b-values were founcl to have high environmental correlations and z•ice versa.
(iii) Ecovalence am! Freeman and Perkins' model were quite similar to each other for determining the stability of a
genotype, but the rank correlations between ecovalence and Eberhart;, nd Russell's model were low. It was, however,
observed that the most stahle varieties could be detected hy using any of these models. Keeping in view the computational convenience, the use of correlation between environments (~) and ecovalence was suggested for predicting:
responsiveness and stability of genotypes, respectively.

It is commonly observed that the relative performance of different genotypes varies in different environmenh, i.e., there exists a genotype-environment
interaction. The occurrence of gehotype-environment interactions has long provided a major challenge
to obtaining fuller understanding of the genetic control of variability. The study of genotype-environment interaction in it:; biometrical aspect is thus
important not only from the genetical and evolutionary point:; of Yiew, but also is very relevant to production problems of agriculture in general and to
plant breeding in particular (Breese, 1969).

In the past, the principal analytical approach has
been to estimate genotype-environment interaction
from the pooled analysis of variance (Immer et al.,
193-L S.i1111nn. 19:; ! : Horner and Frey, 19S7; Sandison and Bartlett, 19;8). These estimates were th~n
used to identify those environmental factors which
interacted more strongly with the genotypes so that
subsequent experiments might be modified accordingly. This technique, however, could provide information only on the existence of genotype-environment interaction and was unable to give any measurement of the interaction of individual genotypes with
environment . .\n earl~· attempt to obtain measurements of the stability of individual lines was made by

* Part of a thesis submitted to Haryana Agricultural
University, Hissar, for partial fulfilment of the requirements of a Ph. D. degree.

Plaisted and Peterson ( 1959), hut their method becomes cumbersome when a large number of genotypes
are tested. Recently, interest has been centred on
regression technique as an alternative method of
analysing the genotype-environment interaction. One
of the essential features in developing this technique
was to quantify the environment on the basis of mean
performance of test material. Originally suggested
by Yates and Cochran (1938), it has been modified
by different workers for use in breeding experiments
(Finlay and Wilkinson, 1963; Eberhart and Russell,
1966; Perkins and Jinks, 1968a, b; Breese, 1969;
Freeman and Perkins, 1971; Hardwick and \\'ood,
1972). The regression of genotype on environment
provides two simple measures of the genotypic changes to environnwnts, namely, regression coefficient
and l.:vi;1 l i·m in 1m regression slope.
It is almost a rule that in all field trials one has to
choose the analysis of variance for testing the significance of varietal performance under the given set
of conditions in which experiments are conducted.
·It is easy to conceive that calculation would he simpler if we had a method which was based on the information available directly from such analysis of variance for estimating the stability of the variety. The
sugge,.;tion made by \Vricke ( 1962) in this connection
merits special con,.;ideration.
With these points in view, the present investigation
was planned and the experiments were conducted to
compare the efficiency of the different models now in
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use for the estimation of genotype-en\·irnnment intc·raction and the stability of the varieties, an<l to ,.;uggest an easy altt•rnative for the cstimation of stability.

Material and Methods
The expcri111ental material consisted of eight \'aridit•s
of wheat, S-JOS. \\"C-377, K-227, l'V-IS, HD-19-tl.
HD-19-t'), C-3116 and C-2SI. Thest• varidit•s were tl'stt-d
under multi-environments, creat1·<l ll\· changing ;1gronomic treatments. F"ur doses of nitr;lg<'n (-111, s11, 121>,
161) kg X/ha), two spacings (17 cm; 22.5 cm) and three
dates of sm,·ing (29th Oct., 2•)th Xm·. an<l 2<Jth Ike.)
were considl'red in all possible combinations. Each combination rl'presented one t'11\·iron111ent. Thl' same set of
environmental combinations was tried in two succcssi\·e
years, i.e. 1')71-i2 and 1<)72-73. The experiments
were laid out in a randomized bl<ick dt•sign with thrt•t• replications. The oh,;en·ations ,,·ere recorde<l till ten randomly sdected plants from each plot for grain yield, number of cars per plant, numlwr of grains per car, 101111-grain
weight and plant height.
The data were first subjected to the analysis of variance
to test the significance of gl'notype ~< en,·irrinment interaction. \'arious stability par;1111ders (i.e. ,11, b and s;l)
were estimated using m"dels proposed by Ehl'rhart and
l<ussell (1<)66), Perkins and Jinks (l•J6Sa) and Frel'man
and Perkins (1<)71).
Another parameter, the correlation between different
e1n·ironments, was determine< I by the f"llo\\'ing formula:
(I)

,,·here,

r'.•)

is the Correla ti on bd Wl't'n t'll ,.iron 111en t
and 2 for
character x of the itl1 variety;
x 1 °= the measurement for x in t•nvironment I;
x~ = the llleasuremC'nt for x in en,·ironment 2;
Co\· (x 1 , x~) = Co\'ariancc lwtwt't'n environment I and 2
for p;trticular character x;
= \'ariance in x for t·nvironnwnt I;
o= \'ariance in x for l.·nvironllll'llt 2.
Eco\'alence, a term used for the relati\·e contribution
by ith \·ariety to the total gl'nol\·pe :<environment intl'raction (\\'ricke, I ')62), was calculated using the follo\\'ing
formula
~
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stands for a measurement on i•h \·ariety i.n jth environment;
Sum of ith \·ariety over all the el1\·ironments (q);
Sum of jth en\'ironment cl\'er all the varieties (/');
is the number of environments;
is the number of varidies.

Table

I . . l11a!ysis

Results
.·I 1u1!ysis of i·aria11cc: .\ pooled analysi~ of variance
is presented in Table I. The partitioning of variance
in to \'arious components re\'ea led that a large port ion of \'ariance for all characters was attributable
to varieties and environmPnh. \\'hen tested against
gt•notype /'.environment interaction component, these
\\'lTe found to be significant in most of the cases. The
results thus satisficrl the basic rcciuirerncnt for such
studies, since they indicate that the a\'erage performance of varieties with respect to yield and otlwr
character,; varied significantly in different environments and that the varieties also varied significantly
so far as their average performance over all the environments was concerned.

Comparison of various stability 111ndds: In Table 2,
bt: stands for regression coefficient as per model given

by Eberhart and H.ussell (I 966), 111 is the regression
rneffirient for Perkins and Jinb' model (1968a)
anrl hF represent,; the regres,.;ion coefficient under
Freeman and Perkins' model (1971). Similarly,
:~··~<E> and S~(FJ repre,.;ent variances of deviations
around the regression line under Eberhart and Rus,.;ell
(196(>) and Freeman and Perkins model (1971), re,.;pectively.
From the data gi\'en in Table 2 on grain yield, the
follnwing observations could be made: (i) The order
of ranking of \'ariou,.; genotypes, both with respect to
re,.;ponse (h) and stability, was the same under Eberhart and Russl'll ( l96<i) as with Perkins and Jinks
(1968a) model. This was expected because the latter
model, being b''' - I, is in no way different from the
former. (ii) The genotypes which were least respnn,;i,-e towards environmental changes (i.e., smaller b
\'alues) were also those having the !owe:;t environmental correlations (r) and i·ice va.rn. For example,
K-227 had the lowest regres,.;ion coefficient (0.428)
and also the lowest environmental correlations (0.}} 5),
followed by HD-19-H (b = o.620; r = o.n5). The
genotypes S-308, \\'G-_377, P\'-18, HD-194'), C-308
and C-281 had higher values of regression coefficient
and also f'Xhibitecl high"r. values of environmental
correlat inn. Thf' rank correlation between the pattern
of band r for different varieties was 0.8 34. Thi:; showed that values of b were closely comparable with the
values for environmental correlations. In other
words, the environmental correlations were as good
as regression coefficients (b) for predicting the rt'-

nf 1·aria11cc for ccrlai11 q111111titali1·e trails 1~onled ocer forty-eiglit e111·iro11111ents
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Table 2. h'sti111ates of stability para111di:rs based 011 forty-eii;l1t e11l'iro11111t'11/.\

usi11g l't1rious 111odcls ji>r grain yield in wheat
lfrg. codf.

S-311S
\\'(;.377
K-227
l'V-1 S
HIH•H1
Hll-1949
C-3116
C-2S1

1 2.029
1 3. IO<)
I 5.476

12.3114
16.261
12.s52
14.274
I 3.426

-ll.047*
-o.o<)S*
-·Cl.572*
0.4<)1.
-o.JSo*
0.526*
IJ.IJICJ*
0.067.

0.953•
n.902•
o.42S*
1.491.
ll.620*
1. 526*
t .IJIO*
1.1167*

O.H5
o.6S6
Cl.316
o.7S6
0.1 S6
n.S65
(). 64 3
IJ.]41

0. 5 IS
0. 525

1H 29S
23 ).<)27
120.
241 .021
147.SJ?
16 5.IJ71J
IS6. 307
170.35s

_ms

0.335
ll.54<l
11.J6::
0. 56 ~
o.3S I
11.666

t.437*
0. 24()

11.227
() 667
-11.1.l?
o.So I
2.211.i•
11.4 S<J

277. 511
31 ;.ns
242._l 14
4S2.Jl4
511<). 561
264.S711
377.23')
327.SoJ

·---------

Hank corrt'lati1J11,;:

1.011••

r,f,'co\·: S~1n} -~ 0.35

r.,(IJF.:IJF). = o.<JO**

r~·fl~cov: .~J(F)} -= n.5+

r,(IJE:;J,)

Ys(hf{: r)

=

=

r,{.~·~/i"I: S,ifF)}

IJ.S3 *

sponsi veness of the genotypes. As indicated by high
rank correlations (rs= 0.90), the regression coefficients of Freeman and Pt;rkins' model (VJ showed
a similar trend to those of Eberhart and Russell (lJE).
Cnder both these models, the most responsive variety
was HD-1949, followed by PV-18 and C-281. In the
rest of the cases there were shifts of one position only.
For example, C-306, which occupied 4th position
under the Eberhart and Russell model, was ranked
5th under the Freeman and Perkins model. (iii)
There did not seem to he any correlation (rs= 0. ~5)
between the ranking pattern of varieties based on
ccovalence and .S,~ of Eberhart and Russell's model.
In contrast, the ecovalence seemed to be highly
correlated with the .S~ of Freeman and Perkins' model
.~~CF)> the rank correlation being 0.45. HoweHr, the
ranking of varieties on the basis of .S~ of Eberhart and
Rus,.;ell, .~~<El· was not reflected by the ranking done
on the basis of Freeman and Perkins' model, 8.~(F)·
Xone of the varieties occupied a common position
under both moch+;. This was also indicated by the
low and non-significant rank correlation (r 5 c=
= -0.09).

=

-11.IJ<)

~n Table l, the various parameters of responsiveness and stability obtained by using different statistical models for number of ears per plant are given.
The he ha vi our of these parameters for ears per plant
seemed to be very similar to those for grain yield per
plant described above. The models of Eberhart and
Russell (1966) and Perkins and Jinb (1968a) gave
a similar picture for both response and stability. The
genotypes which were least responsive towards environmental variations (i.e., smaller b values) were
abo those ha\·ing the lowest environmental correlations, and vice versa. For example, K-227 had the
lowest regression coefficient (0.j()) and abo the lowest
en\·ironmental correlation (0. I 1), followed by HD1941 (11 = 0.69; r = 0. 16), \\'(~-37i (b = 0.9;, r =~
= 0.25) and S-}08 (h = 1.04, r -= 0.25). P\--18,
HD-1949, C-)06 and C-281 had higher values of regression coefficient (b) and abo showed higher valul's
for environmental correlation (r). The rank rnrrelation between regression coefficient and environmental
correlation was high and significant (r, = 0.8M). [n
other words, the environmental correlation was a,.;
good as regression coefficient for pn·dicting the responsivene,.;,.; of a variety. As indicated by high and

Tal,le 3 los 1i11111i's of sta/Jility p11r1t1i!•. frn /J,1scd 011 f•1rty-eig!tt t'111·iro11111c11!.>
usi11g !'arious 111odels for ears per plant
Hc'g. codf.

Genotype,;

/! t d;

-- -------------

{J;

b"

-·-

--

-·-

!JF

r

Eco valence

-----------

S-308
\\'(~- 3 77

K-227
PV-tS
HD-1941
HD-t<H9
C-306
C-2::;1

-·-------

2.<)S11
2.<)67
3.11<)3
2.<HJ
3.1 51
3.ilU1
J.1 l)i
3,043

Rank correlations:

1.U41 *
0.949*
11 . .)60*
t. 34 3.
0.6Si*
1.094•
t.316*
1.207•

0.041 *
-0.051 *
-0.640*
0.343.
-11.313•
11.094.
11.316*
11.2117*

t.no • •

r5 (1JE: {J;)

n. 7<JS

11.2S5

0. 3411

il. 249
il. I 07
II. 318

0.1 CJ?
I.ii 1 5
ll.059
1.1<)4
1.4i2
().65i

I .110 5

11.u7
11.5114

r,{ecov; .~·~IE)}= 0.16

r,(bE:fJP)

=

u.8111*

r5 {ee<w: .~-,l{F)}

=

0.93••

rs(bfi'; r)

=

<l.SH •

r,t~·:71n::;;·;]!FJ}

=

1l.4S
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S,i1 I')

-------

0.459
0.463
Cl. 361
1.722
0. 15 5
I). /llS
1.164
11.4S6

11.3<)()

:..,.;;(/)
-1).1144*
-1).111)4
-1).111!4
-11.11211
-ll.il-t9*
-il.tllS*
-ll.1\_l 1 *
-11.11.+<J *

17.268
17.1 55
I 6._)35
1<).751
I<). 7 51
1 7.5S6
1S.)-t2
I S.11-15
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significant rank correlation (rs= 0.81), the regres,.;ion
coefficients of both Freeman and Perkins' (1971) and
Eberhart and Ru,;,.;ell's models (1966) were equally
efficient in predicting the responsivene,;s of the varieties. l'nder both these models, the lt'a,.;t responsive
variety was K-227. followed by HD-19-H and \VC377. In the rest of the cases, there were shifts of one
or two position,.;.
As in the case of grain yield per plant, the rank
correlation for number of ears per plant between
ecovaJenre and S~(E) Was very low (r 5 = 0. 16).
Howe\·er, as indicated by high and ;;ignificant rank
correlation (0.9J), the ecovalence seemed to be highly
correlated with the -~~ of Freeman and Perkin,;'
model s~(F)· However, the ranking of genotype,.; on
.
the basis of 5" of Eberhart and Rus;;ell .'i.1<El was not
similar to the ranking clone on the basis of Freeman
and Perkins' model (r, = 0.48).

,
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in the ca,.;e of grain yield per plant and number of
ears per plant, the pattern of b values for this character abo was more or less similar to that of the
en vironmen ta! correlations. Cenotyp_es showing high
b-values wen! the ones which had high environmental
correlatilln a,; well. For example, \VC-J77, PV-18,
HD-1<).J.I, CW() and C-281 had higher values of
regression ·coefficient and abo of environmental
correlation. In contrast, the regression coefficients
under Freeman and Perkins' ( 1971) and Eberhart and
Ru,.;,.;ell's (1966) morlels indicatt>d low correlation
(0.-1-6). Similarly, the eco\·alence was correlated neither with the -~~of Eberhart and Ru,.;sell's model nor
with Freeman and Perkins' modt•l as indicated by
low rank correlations i.e. 0.02 in both these cases.
K-227 was, hmre\·er, the most stable variety under
both these situations. In contr;ist to the observations made for other characters, the rank correlation
between S~(E) and .S~(F) for grains per ear Was high,
though none of the parents was found to occupy a
common position under both the models.
Perusal of the data in Table 5 on 1000-grain weight
'clearly shows that the pattern of b8 and f;F and r
values was similar over all the genotype,;. The rank

~

The stability parameters, based on various motleb,
for number of grains per ear are given in Table .J..
Here again, the ranking under the models of Eberhart
and Russell (1966) and Perkins and Jinks (1968a)
was the same both for; respon,.;e and stability. As

Table -t-. Esti111alt!s of stability parameters bast!d 011 forty-eiglit e111·iro11111e11/s
11si11g i·arious 111odels for grai11s per ear
l~eg.

( ;cnotypes
-

-------

/I+ d;

codf.

--·)

bE

{J;

ll.S3S *
l.16i*
0.-1- 3 I
1. 1ns*
I. I 9 5 *
0.685*
I .277 *
I .385 *

-0. 162
(), 167*
-0.569
0.1) IS*
(), 195*
-ll.31 ;•
ll.277•

--•)

y

Eccl\·alencL'

.\i,t-:;

S,i(F)

-0.121
O.Oi6
0.lll)f
ll.3')9
O.ll67
-0.1)25
0.028
ll. 3115

695.25 I
9n3.02s
299.673
675.362
585.850
336.198
l1l21 .i66
625.872

I 5.502
I 3.239
9.931
-1-3.001
-1-.5-1-6
19. iS3
;.n-t-<J
I I. 7 I 5

3930.25 I
35-1-7.665
3516.231
-1-36::1.-1-U-l376-1-.951
39::1::1.-1-70
3662.383
3853.221

!JF

-·-

S-308
\\"G-3ii
K-22i
P\'-18
HD-19-1-1
HD-19-1-9
C-3il6
C-281

33.-1-59
-1-2.ss2
-t-S.ll7 3
-1--1-.205
45.238
39.622
37.613
39.-1-1 )ft

Hank correlations:

n.sso*

2. 2.0i
-!l.OH

-1.023
o. 51l8
n. 3-1-0
t.396
I. 763
1.3 SS

r,(bE:jlt) •= I .1111••

r,.{ecov: .~j(!·:)}-:::-::

11.1,2

r,(hE:/,F) = (l.~<)

r, {C'CO\.: .~.~~ F)} =

!)_! l]

r,(hf::r)

rs{ .\·}u·:): -~·}, n}

"r'+

=

r>.)72

=

Table: ). l:'sti111ates of stability para111eters based 011 jl>rty-ei!;l;t em·iru11111e11ts
using ·l'arious nzodels for 1oon-grai11 Zr.:t'i!j.hl
Hcg. coeff.

Cenotypes

/! -!- di

S-JOS
\\'G-37i

47.0-1-5
39.365
-1-7. 968
36.265
30.-1-87
39.832
4-t-.500
4 t.363

y

/,P

Ecm·.dencc

S,i\F)

299.363
3 73.-1-08
96.6S I
230.0H
ss. 56-1I 5i .<)<)8
3U0.6S2
28).22-1-

-1-.263
S. I 9-1-

s:iw)

----~--

K-227
PV-18
HD-19-1-1
HD-19-1-9
C'-31l6
C-2SI

Hank corrt'lations:

0.870*
1.1 <)5 *
0.667 *
0.913•
0.987*
II. i07*
I .086*

-0. I 30•

195*
-ll.333*
-n.0S7*
-0.013•
-n.293•
0.086*
0.573•
I).

1. 57 I

0.2-1-6
0.699
0.210
0.538
0.233
o. 2So
0.592
IJ. 623

--·--------

r,(bE:fh)

=

rs(/JR/;F)

-, Cl.SI*

r,(lf:r)

- 3.322
3.S::\9
-3.656
-2.100
-2.393
-f>.0-1-9
I. I I 2
I .-1-23

1.llU*

-·~ ll.S.1+*

0.096

3. 76-10.096
t. 55 7
).299
-1-. i I I

32-1-3.033
3767.306
2916.58::1
32SS.3-l-O
3090.232
3551.675
3039.sss
3-1-86.Jii

rs {cco\·: .~J(l-~)} -= n_ q ~ • •

rs{ t'COV: .~",71 Fl}

-;::

d.\'3ucJ <\I(F)

~ 11.3+

n .. lf)
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Table 6. /:'stilllales l)f sta/Jility f'ara/Jletcrs based 1)11 f>rty-l'iglit
11si11g various 111orlels for heiglit

t'111•in111111n1t~

Reg. cndf.

Ccnotypcs

fl+ d;

S-JIJ8
\\'G- 3 77
K-227
l'V-18
HD-19.J.I
HD-19.J.<J
C-Jn6
C-281

87. 78.J.
86.309
89.807
8.J..493
72.218
66.528
110 ..J.l 5
l I 1.83.J.

.

fl;

/,t'

0.717*
n.811.J.*
n.s30•
0.897•
IJ.57 5°
O.;.J.6°
1.775•
I.SS!*

-0.283*
-0.196*
-U. I 711•
-0.103•
-0.425°
-0.45.J.*
0.775•
o.851 •

1.60 I
I. 51.J.
2.71 s
t .<JJ6
I .OJS
l .2<J.3
5.6J+
.J..662

r,(bE: /J;)

I<ank corrl'lations:

-·~---------~-

bE

rs(bE: IJF) =
r,(l,E: r)

r

Ec<l\«1 ienu'

0.582
0.608
0.612
0.42.J.
11.398
(). 500
o.628
IJ.619

17157.07.J.
.J.756.<JJ.!
7660.<J<JI
6235.105
.J.122 780
3118.H<J
5687.Sl<J
2.+ I 57.117()

I.ill!.

Ys{ CCO\':

.~,1(E)} ~

<),<)! ••

r,{ccov:

.<iu-')} =

r,{.~,i(F): -~j(I')}

-.= o.{,<) I

·=

-.~

.',,!(!-:)

S:iu">

.J.. 7 37
.J..961
1.3 55
2S.4<J2
<J.987
I. t S.!
66.02').
s1.711.+•

17S72.IJl6
17617.331
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Table 7. Selection of stable genotypes 11si11g .~-;} a11d eco1·ale11ce for rnrious traits

wlieat

i11

<;rain yield

Ears per plant

Grains per car

tU•HJ-grain Wl'igl1t

Plant height

~<~

Ecovalencc

_,,
S,i

S,j

-··

Ecovalet'lcc

SJ

Ecovakncc

SJ

Eco valence

K-227
\\'G-377
HD-19.+1
C-281

K-227
\\'G-377
HD-19.+9
S-308

K-22'7
K-227
K-227
\\'G-377 \\'G-377 HD-19.+9
S-308
HD-19.+t

K-227
HD-19.+9
2C-8t
HD-19.+t

K-227
HD-t<J.J.9
HD-19.+1

K-227
HD-19.J.9
HD-19.+1

HD-t <J.J.9
HD-19.+1
C-306

PV-tS

l'V- t S

HD-19.J.9
HD-19.J.t
S-308
\\'C-377

Ecoval.

- - -- -

correlation was very high and significant in all cases.
Contrary to the position with all other characters
described, the rank correlation between ecovalence
and S~(E) was Very high and significant for 1000-grain
weight, whereas the rank correlations between S~(F)
-2
-..,
and So1(FJ and between ecovalence and S:i(FJ were relatively low.
For plant ht'ight also, the pattern of stability parameters was in no way different from those for other
characters (Table 6). The three parameters bE, !Jf',
and {J, gave similar pictures. The rank correlation
between b values and the environmental correlations
were high (0.69). In this case also, the pattern of
genotypic rankings under ecovalence did not seem to
be reflected by the ranking pattern under ,5,;(l.iJ as
indicated by low rank correlation (0.)9). On the
other hand, ecovalence showed a high association
with the .S~(FJ· HD-1949 showed high stability under
both ecovalence and Freeman and Perkins' model.
The correlation between ranking pattern under
S~(E) and ,S~(F) Was a)so high (0.64).
These results have clearly shown that the rank
correlations between the rankings of parents based
-2
on S<i(E) and ecovalence for all the characters, except
1000-grain weight, were generally low. On the other
hand, ecovalence showed high correlation with S~ of
Freeman and Perkins' model. Table 7 shows the
most stabk parents with regard to different characters, taking two criteria, eV<walence and ,~~ of
Theoret. Appl. Genetics, Vol. 45, .Vo. 4
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Eberhart and Russell's model ( 1966), in to consideration. For 1000-grain weight, the same four parents,
i.e. K-227, HD-1941, HD-1949 and PV-rn, were
selected by both the criteria of selection. For two
other characters. grains per ear and plant height,
three out of four parents were common using both
criteria. For ears per plant. when considering-~~ only
two lines. K-227 ad \\"l~-~77. proved to be stable;
the same two lines were found to have the least
contribution to the genotype X environment interaction variance under the ·ecovalence method also.
For grain yield also, the two most stable varieties
(K-227 and \\'C-~77) Wt~re selected under both the
criteria. This dearly suggests that the most stable
varities may be spottt'd by both these methods,
though the ranking of lt'ast stable varieties undt•r
ecovalence was not the same as under Eberhart and
Russell's model.
Discussion

Plant Breeding is the exploitation of genetic variability which is, however, not directly measurable by
itself and has to be inferred from the phenotype. This
is further complicated by the fact that all genotypes
need not react in a similar way to changes in the
environment, that is to say, there is a genotype X
environment interaction. Screening of genotypes for
high stability under varying environmental conditions
has tlrns become an t•ssential part of the breeding
progra1111ne. ThP thrt.'t' modl'ls used in the prest•nt
study, i.e. Eberhart and Russell (1<)66), Perkins and

r-1s

0. I'. l.uthra and ({. !\:.
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Jinks (lfJ(>Ka) and Freeman and Perkins (1971),
provide various estimates of stability parameters.
The two lll()(lcb, Perkins and Jinb' model and Eberhart and Ru,;sell's modt'i, arc associated with each
other snch that.\"-, hi ands~ of the former is cqui\·alent to (,u + d,), (1 + 11;) and.~-.~ of the latter, respectively. Consequc•ntly-, the ranking pattern of genotypes unclcr Perkins ancl Jinks' model will be similar
to the pattern under Eberhart and Russell's model,
and this was the case in the present inve,;tigation
also. ,\pparently, using Eberhart and Russell's
model cnulcl gi \·e no addition al in form a tinn com pared
with Perkins and Jinks' modd for these parameters.
Interestingly, the ranking pattern of the genotypes
for their responsiveness using b-values estimated on
the basis of Freeman and Perkins' model was abo
similar to the rankings .done under the two 111o<leb
described above. This clearly slrnwecl that any of the
three models could he used with almost equal efficiency for selecting the desirable genotype,.; giving
higher response under favourable environments.
.\nother parameter which showed high association '
with the pattern of r;egn•ssinn coefficients obtained
under variou,; models (bE, rJ, and IJI") was the correlation coefficient (r) measured between different environment,; for each genotype with regard to a specific
character at a time. Fur all those genotypes, where
the b-values were high for a particular character, the
t'nvironmental correlations were abo high, an(\ vice
!'c:rs11.
High and significant rank correlations were
established between these two parameters for all the
characters ;;tudied here. Clearly, the prediction of
most rcspon:-;ive variety may he made by :-;tudying
the environmental correlation,; as well. Similar observations \\'ere abo made by Tehlan (197)) in
wheat.
Considering that in all field trial,; one ha,; to u,.;c
variance analysis for testing the significance of genotypic, environmental and gi>notype Pnvironnwntal
interactions, and if at the same time the sum of product between two environment,.; for a particular
character is abo constructed and fed to the computer,
the estimation of the environmental corrl'iations will
not require any additional computational cost. The
estimation of b-values is 1'ornparati•·_,,ly complicated
and time consuming a,; \\t l: .. \du;.!h-, the estimation
of correlation (r) falls well in the pathway of variance
analysis and hence is easier to compute than the estimation of b-values, which requires a separate pathway for computation.
For the stability parameter, the· ranking of genotypes under Perkins and Jinks' model was the same
as under Eberhart and J{ussell's model. However,
the rankings under these two models were not reflected by the ranking on the basis of .S~ estimated by
Freeman and Pl'rkins' model. The rank corrt>lati"ns
were low for all the characters. In contrast, the ranking on the basis of ecovalence was very similar to

the ranking based on .S~ of Freeman and Perkins,
model. The rank correlation,.; for these two modeb
were high as well as ,;ignificant. ·.\,;a rnattt>r of fact,
the comparison between the ;;t~thility models ended
here becau,.;e there was no ha,.;i,.; on which to speak
about the superiority or inferiority of one model over
the other, as no statistical test was applil'd to as,.;ess
the extent of precision of estimates under these
modek It was, however, evident that the two morleb, ecovalcnce and the .~·]\Fl• gave similar results,
whereas Eberhart and Russell's model presented, in
general, a different picture of stability of various
genotypes. Further, a,; stated by Freeman and Perkins (1971), the stability paramt'ters under Eberhart
and l{us,.;ell's modd \1·erc based on a regression model
which did not fulfil tlw fundamental statistical as,;umptions. Conclusi\·ely, more reliance shoulcl he
placed on the stability parameters estimated on the
basis of the stati,.;tical technique proposed by Freeman and Perkins (1971) in which the ncce,.;sary assumptions were taken fully into account. Considering
that ecovalence \\·as highly associated with Freeman
and Perkins' model and was also more convenient
from a computational point of view, ecovalence
should be given preference to other methods for
predicting the stability in performance of a genotype.
.-\ simple empirical basis wa,; used for comparing
ecovalence and Eberhart and Russell's model. Bv
using these two models independently, the few mn;t
stable varieties were selected with regard to each
character. Interestingly, the most stable gcnotypL,.;
were found to be the same uncler both these criteria
of selection. For example, K-227 and \\'G-377 were
found to be the most stable varietie,.; for grain yield
under both criteria. For other character,.; abo, the
mo,;t stable varieties were always the same irrcspecti\·e of whether the selection criterion was ecO\·alence
or Eberhart and Russell',.; model. This clearly showed
that so far as the selection of a few stable genotypes
wa,; concerned, each of the two models was equally
effective. The problem arose on!~· with the ranking
of less stable gerwtype,.;, whose po,;itions diffl'rt·d
great!\· under these two models. If, therefore, a
breed~r's interest is only to spot the mo;;t stable
gPnotype~. it is immaterial, so far a;; efficiency iconcerned, which of the;;e two techniques is follm1·ed.
However, considering the simple and direct computational steps im·olved in the 'ecovalence', one would
definitely prefer this model. Ecovalence falls well in
the pathway of variance analysis and variance analysis is a must for testing the significance of genotype
'<environmental interaction. The est irnation of ecovalence would not require much additional computational complication because when the sum of squares
dut> to genotype>< environmental interaction is
cCln~tructed, it would be possible to partition this
sum of squares into different part,; attributable to
each genotype. It is known that the sum of squares
Theoret. Appl. Genetics, Vol . .JS, .Yo. -I
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due to g(•110typ· .· l'nvironrnent int(rartion is equal
to:
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wherl'as 'l'covall·nn~· as given unlkr ':\faterial and
:\fdhod' (equation 2) may abo be expn•ssed as follows:
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which ultimately is the qme as equation ) (\\'rickl>,
1962).

This means that both these components can Ill'
calculated simultaneously and without any additional
shift in the flow of the data iri the computer. Keeping
computational convenience and efficiency in view, it
may be concluded that the two parameters, i.e.
correlation between environments and the ecovalenre,
may be given preference for predicting the response
and the stability, respecti,·ely, without any loss of
precision.
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